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Reglament 

Of conducting international competitions 

«The Strongest Firefighter» 

 

1. Mission statement: 

International competitions for firefighters and rescuers. Competitions conduct for 

increasing rescuers skills of fire and rescuer services, exchange of professional 

experience, improve the readiness of units to solve problems of firefighting and rescue 

operations in a non-breathable environment, identify the best firefighters-rescuers, 

improve psychological resistance to action in emergency situations. Strengthen 

cooperation between fire and rescue services of the member States, popularization of 

the professions of firefighter and lifeguard, as well as promoting mass sports events 

aimed at the development of young people. 

 

2. Organization, date and venue 

 

2.1. The order of the competition. 

Competitions are hold on the territory of the fire and rescue garrison of St. 

Petersburg. The organization of the competition is the organizing Committee 

(hereinafter the Organizers), which includes representatives of the Department of 

firefighting and providing fire and rescue operations of the main Department of 

EMERCOM of Russia in St. Petersburg,  Supply Chain Management Department Of 

the main Department of EMERCOM of Russia in St. Petersburg. Management of the 

Organization of Actions of Civil Protection and Fire Safety of Committee on questions 

of legality, a law and order and safety, and also other persons according to the decision 

of the Chairman of organizing Committee. The Chairman of the organizing Committee 

is the deputy head of the Main Department of EMERCOM of Russia in St. Petersburg. 

The task of the organizing Committee is to determine the timing of the competition, 

preparation of material and technical base for the competition, determining the order of 

the team’s performance by preliminary draw, holding competitions and determining the 

winners. 

Organizers is to determine the timing of the competition, and have the right to 

make changes, cancel or take breaks in the competition. 

 

2.2. Competitors. 
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In competitions may take part workers and employees of any gender, firefighters 

or rescuers of fire and rescuer services or search and rescue services, have to right to 

using respiratory protective equipment, to work in non-breathable environment and 

using breathing devices operating breathing apparatus in compressed air, with a 

protective action of at least 60 minutes (hereinafter Competitor) 

The Organizers determine the entry list of the Competitors, as well as the 

admission to participate in the competition. The Competitor informed about the refusal 

to participate in the competition in person or by any means of communication. 

To participate in the competition, Competitors are register by sending a request to 

the Organizers (Addendum 1) no later than 30 days before the date of the competition. 

Only registered and filled in consent (Addendum 2) Competitors are allowed to 

compete. 

All information on the competition, changing the timing and order of the 

competition, the results of the consideration of protests on the competition disputes are 

communicate to the responsible representative. A representative can be either one of the 

competitors of the competition, or an individual representing the interests of the 

competitor (-s). 

Each Competitor must have identity document, document confirming the right to 

work in a non-breathable environment, document confirming belonging to fire, fire and 

rescue and rescue services and provide it to request of the Organizers. Organizers have 

to right to require these documents for confirming the data of competitor. In case of 

failure to provide confirming documents, Organizers have right to remove the 

Competitor from the competitions. 

Competitor’s equipment consists: 

- General Service uniform (jacket, trousers (bib overall)); 

- Firefighter’s helmet; 

- Firefighter’s boots; 

- Firefighter’s hand protection 

- Compressed-air breathing apparatus (hereinafter breathing apparatus) (self-

breathing apparatus, small-capacity cylinder of not less than 6.8 l, front part). 

All equipment must be approved in the country of the Competitor to conduct 

actions to extinguish fires, as confirmed by the appropriate symbol on the equipment or 

an appropriate document, which must be presented upon request of the Organizers. 

It is forbidden to use equipment not intended for firefighting. Only standard 

fasteners, restraints, shoulder straps, waist belts may be use in the equipment. It is 

forbidden to make technical and constructive changes of equipment that violate the 

integrity of the device and the principle of operation, it is also not allowed: the use of 

tape, wire, etc.as holding devices and fixing elements 

The final decision on the compliance of the equipment with the requirements is 

left to the Organizers. 

In case of failure to provide data confirming the right to use equipment for 

conducting actions to extinguish fires, as well as non-compliance with the requirements, 

the Organizer has the right to suspend the Competitor from participating in the 

competition.  
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2.3. Referee team. 

Composition referee team is determined by the Organizers and consists of: 

1. Main referee of competition (hereinafter main referee); 

2. Section Senior referee (hereinafter senior referee); 

3. Lane senior referee (hereinafter senior referee); 

4. Referee at the exercises; 

5. Referee at the Competitors; 

6. Referee-starter; 

7. Timekeeper 

 

2.4. Competition program. 

During competition is necessary to perform exercise in following order: 

1. Climbing the training tower with fire hose; 

2. Lifting the hose pack by using of rope and descent from the training tower; 

3. Work on the power simulator (machine); 

4. Movement along a trajectory limited by signposts; 

5. Hose laying with water supply to eliminate the " fire seat"; 

6. Transport the victim. 

 

Competitions are hold in the following categories: 

1. Individual competition; 

2. Tandem; 

3. Team relay; 

4. Team competition. 

 

3. Order execution of exercises. 

The exercises are performed in races simultaneously on two halves of the 

competition area (hereinafter referred to as the lanes). 

During the exercises only, acting Competitor can be on competition zone, in 

individual test, the presence of the second Competitor from the acting team who does 

not perform the exercises is allow. It is forbidden to be on competition zone of 

representatives, Competitors and other persons of teams not acting now. 

For performing exercise, determined no more than 6 minutes. After 6 minutes, 

exercises determine not finished and the competitor is considering disqualified.  

In case of ending air in cylinder before finishing all exercises, during an 

Individual competition, the competitor is disqualified  

In case the front part (mask) of the SCBA are removed or the pulmonary machine 

is unfastened, with an individual race, the Competitor will be disqualified. 

If SCBA falls from the Competitor, the Competitor is disqualified. If the 

Competitor (Competitors) did not appear at the start, he (they) will be disqualified. 
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If the Competitor(s) does not show up for the start within 3 minutes after the 

official start of the competition (in the case of the first race) or the end of the previous 

race, he (they) will be disqualified. 

The senior referee has the right to stop the exercise if, in his opinion, conditions 

are created that pose a threat to the life and health of the Competitors and the people 

around them. 

 

3.1. Preparing to start. 

In the individual competition, the competitor performs all exercises 

independently, using breathing apparatus. The Competitor carries out verification of the 

performance of the breathing apparatus and inclusion in it independently, after entering 

the competition zone. 

Exercises in the "Tandem" and "team relay" are performed by Competitors with 

the breathing apparatus on, but not activated in them, it is allowed to remove full-face 

respirator of the apparatus and the  breathing valve. 

Judges in front of the Competitors examine the appearance of the Competitorss in 

the preparation area, the presence of a completed consent, as well as, upon request, the 

Competitor's identity card, a document confirming the right to work in an environment 

unsuitable for breathing, a document confirming belonging to the fire, fire and rescue 

and rescue services. The air pressure in the cylinder Competitors determine their own. 

At the command of the senior referee, the Competitors go to the competition zone 

to perform Exercises. If, after entering the site to perform the Exercises, but before the 

start of the race, the Competitor (Competitors) left the site, then the Competitor 

(Competitors) will be disqualified. 

The Competitor is on the line "Start", in front of which on the ground is a  flaked 

hose, perpendicular to the start line. The Competitor is allowed to adjust the hose, with 

the lower part of the hose should not be higher than 2.5 cm from the ground. 

It is not allowed to touch and (or) correct other equipment located on the 

Competitor zone, except for the hose. If the competitor does not agree with the way the 

equipment is lay out, he must inform the senior referee. The final decision to change the 

placement of the equipment is made by the senior referee. 

The senior referee confirms the Competitor’s readiness for the exercise, after 

receiving positive responses gives an indication to the starter that the start of the 

exercise. After that, the starter gives the command «get ready!", "3", "2", "1", "GO" and 

at the same time will activate the siren(it is allowed to use the “MARCH” command 

without siren and vice versa). Competitors begin to perform the exercises after the 

command "GO" and (or) turning on the siren. 

After command «Get ready! » it is not allowed to touch and (or) to correct a hose. 

 It is allowed to start the race 3 minutes after receiving information about the 

readiness of the Competitor (Competitors) on one of the lanes. 

The Competitor is disqualifying in the following cases: 

1. During the exercise or after the end of the exercise, it will be established that 

the equipment does not comply with this Regulation; 
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2. After entering the site to perform the Exercises, but before the start of the race, 

the Competitor (Competitors) left the site. 

Competitor can receive penalties for: 

1. Touch or (and) correct a hose after command “Get ready!” – 5 seconds for each 

infraction. 

2. Crossing the line “Start” after command “Get ready!” but before command 

“Go!” or turning in siren – 5 seconds for each infraction. After 3 infractions – 

disqualification of Competitor (-s). 

 

3.2. Climbing the training tower with fire hose (Ex. 1) 

After the command "Go!" and (or) turning on sirens the Competitor takes the 

firehose and carries a flight of stairs rise to the upper platform of the training tower. 

When lifting, it is allowed to carry the sleeve in any way, use the railing and cross 

several steps. On the upper platform of the training tower, it is necessary to put the 

firehose in a special container, while at least one leg of the Competitor must be on the 

upper platform. After laying in a special container, the firehose should not touch the 

platform of the tower. You can start the next exercise only after the firehose is placed in 

a special container. 

In case of dropped a firehose on the ground from training tower, Competitor is 

disqualified. 

Competitors can receive penalties for: 

1. Laying the hose in a special container before at least one leg stood on the top 

platform - 2 seconds; 

2. Touching the part of the top platform hose after the lifting of the hose pack - 2 

seconds; 

3. Drop the hose on the tower after the lifting of the hose pack - 5 seconds; 

4. The competitor stepped on the hose or the special container, or stands on it –  

10 seconds, for each infraction; 

 

3.3. Lifting the hose pack by using of rope and descent from the training 

tower (Ex. 2). 

The competitor makes the lifting of the hose pack weighing 19 kg with the help 

of a rescue rope. When lifting the hose pack, both competitor's legs should be on the top 

of the training tower, not allowed to step on the firehose and (or) a special container, or 

stand on them, and both hands of the Competitor must be outside the training fence. 

After lifting and throwing over the railing, the hose pack should be placed in a special 

container, with both legs of the Competitor should be on the top platform. After the 

hose pack has been laid, the competitor begins to descend from the training tower. The 

descent is carried out on each step holding the railing. It is not allowed to start the 

descent before the hose pack has been placed in a special container. It is not allowed to 

start the descent before the hose roll is laid in a special container. It is not allowed to 

change the location of the firehose in the event of its falling or rolling off the upper 

platform. 

Competitor will be disqualified in following cases: 
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1. If when lifting the rescue rope over it control was lost, and slipped down more 

than one floor; 

2. If the hose pack after lifting has rolled down the stairs from the upper platform 

or has fallen from the upper platform; 

3. If the time taken to lift the hose pack is 3 minutes or more; 

4. If the competitor creates significant interference with the opponent during 

lifting, stowage, or descent. 

Competitors can receive penalties for: 

1. The Competitor violated the procedure for lifting the rope, for each fact - 2 

seconds (each moment of the ascent is taken into account); 

2. The competitor started the descent without putting the hose pack in a special 

container - 2 seconds; 

3. The competitor with one or two feet rested and (or) stood on railing - 5 

seconds, for each infraction; 

4. The competitor created interference to the opponent on any exercise – 5 

seconds, for each infraction; 

5. To go down, not holding onto the railing - 2 seconds, for each fact (keeping on 

each march is taken into account); 

6. Skipping a step during the descent - 2 seconds, for each infraction. 

 

3.4. Work on the power simulator (machine) (Ex. 3). 

After descending from the training tower, the Competitor stands on the power 

simulator (hereinafter machine), takes the hammer by the handle, lying sideways out 

and supported on the machine, at a distance not closer than the designated place (30.5 

cm) to the striker. After that, blows with a blunt end (brisk) of a hammer moves the bar 

weighing 72.5 kg by 1.5 m, to the specified mark. During blows with a hammer, both 

legs of the Competitor must be located on the machine platforms. The beam is moved 

only by blows, it be not allowed to move the beam by pushing, hooking, pulling and so 

on. It is not allowed to hit the beam with a hammer handle. After the beam is moved, 

the Competitor must put a hammer in the designated place, at the same time, at least a 

part of the hammer must be on it, and he can proceed to the next exercise. 

If, by the decision of the senior judge, the sledgehammer was not laid in the zone 

of the designated place (remained on the machine, thrown in the opposite direction, 

etc.), then the exercise is considered not completed and the Competitor is disqualified. 

If, during the strikes, the Competitor loses control of the sledgehammer and it 

flies out of the machine, then the Competitor will be disqualified. 

The competitors is disqualified in the following cases: 

1. The sledgehammer is not laid in the area of the designated place; 

2. The second blow on the bar before setting both feet on the machine platform; 

3. The second blow with the handle of the sledgehammer or on the elements of 

the power trainer (machine tool); 

4. The Competitor loses control of the sledgehammer and it flies out of the 

machine. 

Competitors can receive penalties for: 
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1. Impact with the beam before putting both feet on the platform – 

 5 seconds, after the second impact, the competitor is disqualified; 

1. Impact with the beam by a handle of a hammer, for each infraction - 2 seconds; 

2. Holding the hammer below the designated place - 2 seconds for each fact (it is 

taken into account after each hit) (after the second hit, the Competitor is 

disqualified); 

3. Violation of the order of movement of the beam - 2 seconds, for each 

infraction; 

4. Impact with a non-blunt end (head) of the hammer – 2 seconds for each 

infraction; 

5. The competitor started to perform the next exercise, while the hammer is not 

stacked in the designated place - 2 seconds; 

6. The beam is not moved on 1,5 m (to the specified mark) - 2 seconds, for each 

full and not full 2,5 cm;. 

 

3.5. Movement along a trajectory limited by signposts (Ex. 4). 

The Competitor moves along a trajectory limited by signs, while not allowed 

skipping or overturning them. 

Competitors can receive penalties for: 

1. A competitor missed pointer - 5 seconds, for each infraction; 

2. A competitor dropped the pointer - 5 seconds, for each infraction; 

 

3.6. Hose laying with water supply to eliminate the "fire seat" (Ex. 5). 
After the Competitor has finished moving along the trajectory limited by signs, he 

takes a fire barrel fixed to a hose line filled with water and moves with it to a distance of 

22.8 m. Overcoming this distance, the Competitor passes to the gate, opens the trunk 

and eliminates "fire seat" (knocks down the target). Then closes the trunk, puts it on the 

surface of the site and proceeds to the next exercise. 

The gate is considered to be passed if it is crossed by the barrel or any part of the 

Competitor's body. 

It is not allowed to open the trunk before the entrance to the gate. It is not allowed 

to proceed to the next exercise without cutting off the trunk. If the trunk has opened 

from contact with the ground, then this fact is not taken into account, it is not necessary 

to return to cover the trunk. 

The Competitor is disqualified in the following cases: 

1. The Competitor proceeds to the next exercise without blocking the trunk; 

2. The competitor proceeds to the next exercise without knocking down the 

target. 

Competitors are subject to fines: 

1. The Competitor opened the barrel before crossing the gate - 10 sec. 

 

3.7. Transport the victim (Ex. 6). 

The Competitor lifts a dummy weighing about 80 kg, armpits and carries it to the 

finish line at a distance of 30 m. During the ascent, the Competitor is on the side of the 
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dummy's back. When carrying the dummy, his feet touch the ground, the Competitor 

moves backwards in the designated area until the dummy's heels cross the “Finish” line. 

It is not allowed to leave the designated area. Time stops when the Competitor and the 

mannequin have crossed the “Finish” line. The Competitor must independently control 

the crossing of the “Finish” line (the dummy's heels cross the line). 

If the Competitor falls after crossing the “Finish” line, but before crossing this 

line with the dummy's heels, it is allowed to drag the dummy behind the “Finish” line in 

any convenient way. 

Competitor will be disqualified in following cases: 

1. The equipment or dummy is broken; 

2. The competitor created interference to the opponent; 

3. The competitor moves the dummy not backwards; 

4. The Competitor crossed the “Finish” line in a wrong lane. 

Competitors are subject to fines: 

1. The Competitor went beyond the designated zone - 5 seconds, for each fact 

(each step is taken into account); 

2. The Competitor transfers the mannequin in an unauthorized way - 5 seconds, 

for each fact (each step is taken into account); 

3. When crossing the “Finish” line, the mannequin's feet do not touch the ground 

- 2 sec. 

3.8. Performing exercise in category “Tandem”. 

Exercises are performed by 2 (two) competitors from each team take part no more 

than 2 (two) tandems, each competitor can participate only in 1 (one) tandem. The 

transfer of the baton takes place before the exercise "Power simulator (machine)” or 

immediately after it, is determined by the competitors themselves. The transfer of the 

baton must be made before the next competitor will stand on the machine and (or) pick 

up a hammer or after the hammer will be laid in the designated place. In the event of 

dropping the baton on the tower, but not fallen on the surface of the site, the competitor 

dropped it is allowed to come back for her and continue the exercise. The Competitors 

pass the baton from hand to hand. 

In case of disqualification of one of the Competitors, the exercise stops, and it 

considered unfulfilled. 

Penalties are imposed according to the violations specified in each exercise in 

addition, the following penalties are imposed: 

1. Beginning of the exercise by the next Competitor, before passing the baton 

(touching any tool and equipment, overcoming the first pointer, etc.) - 2 

seconds, for each infraction; 

2. The baton was not passed by the Competitor from hand to hand of another 

Competitor (it was thrown, taken out of the firefighter's special (combat) 

clothing by the next Competitor, etc.) - 30 seconds; 

3. The baton is raised after a fall by a non – competitor performing the exercise -

5 seconds, for each infraction; 

Competitor will be disqualifying in following cases: 

1. The baton fell from the tower to the surface of the platform; 
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2. The competitor performed more than half of the exercise without receiving the 

baton. 

 

3.9. Performing exercises in category “Team relay”. 

Only teams participate in the nomination. 

All team members, with the exception of injured Competitors, perform exercises, 

in the prescribed manner, while the number of Competitors must be at least 3 people. 

Each Competitor must complete at least one exercise. The places for passing the baton 

are determined by the Competitors independently, but in five specific zones. When the 

relay baton falls, it is allowed to pick it up or correct only the Competitor who dropped 

it (except for specially indicated cases). The Competitors pass the baton from hand to 

hand. 

In case of disqualification of one of the Competitors, the exercises are stopped 

and they are considered unfulfilled. 

 

3.9.1. First zone. 

The transfer of the baton is carried out on the upper platform of the training 

tower, after exercise 1, with both legs of each Competitor are on the site and the 

receiving Competitor clasps the upper handrail of the site with the palm of his hand. It is 

not allowed to grab the lifeline before passing the baton. When passing the baton is not 

allowed to let go of the upper handrail area. 

When the baton falls on the tower, but not on the surface of the platform, it are 

allowed to pick up it only to the Competitor who dropped it. 

 

3.9.2. Second zone. 

The transfer of the baton can be carried out after the descent from the training 

tower to the surface of the site, but before lifting to the power simulator (machine). 

 

3.9.3. Third zone. 

The transfer of the baton is carried out after performing exercise 3, the Competitor’s 

descent from the weight trainer (machine) (at least one Competitor’s foot should touch 

the ground) and laying the hammer in the designated place, but before overcoming the 

first pointer. 

3.9.4. Fourth zone. 

Passing the baton are carrying out after overcoming the last pointer, before the 

start of exercise 5.  

 

3.9.5. Fifth zone. 

Passing the baton are carried out after hitting the target, laying and closing the 

trunk, before the start of exercise 6. 

 

Penalties are imposing according to the violations specified in each exercise; in 

addition, the following penalties are imposed: 
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1. Beginning of the exercise by the next Competitor, before passing the baton 

(touching any tool and equipment, overcoming the first pointer, etc.) – 2 seconds, for 

each infraction; 

2. The Competitor does not grasp the upper handrail of the platform with the 

palm of his hand at the moment of passing the baton - 5 seconds; 

3. The baton was not passed by the Competitor from hand to hand of another 

Competitor (it was thrown, taken out of the firefighter's special (combat) 

clothing by the next Competitor, etc.) - 30 seconds, for each fact;  

4. If the baton is elevated not by the performing competitor – 5 seconds, for each 

infraction. 

Competitor will be disqualifying in following cases: 

1. The baton fell from the tower to the surface of the platform; 

2. The competitor performed more than half of the exercise without receiving the 

 baton. 

 

3.10. Penalties. 

1. Touching and (or) changing the position of the hose after the command “Get 

ready!” – 5 seconds for each infraction; 

2. Crossing the Start line after the command "Get ready" but before the command 

"GO" and (or) sirens – 5 seconds for each infraction, but no more than three. 

3. The competitor created interference to the opponent on any exercise – 5 

seconds, for each infraction; 

4. Laying the hose in a special container before at least one leg stood on the top 

platform - 2 seconds; 

5. Touching a part of the hose of the upper platform after the lifting of the hose 

pack has begun - 2 sec.; 

6. Drop the hose on the tower after the lifting of the hose pack - 5 seconds; 

7. The competitor stepped on the hose or the special container, or stands on it – 10 

seconds, for each infraction; 

8. The competitor violated the procedure for lifting the rope, for each fact - 2 

seconds (each moment of the ascent is taken into account); 

9. The competitor started the descent without putting the hose pack in a special 

container - 2 seconds; 

10. The competitor with one or two feet rested and (or) stood on railing - 5 seconds, 

for each infraction; 

11. Descent without holding onto the railing - 2 seconds, for each fact (holding on 

each march is taken into account); 

12. Skipping a step during the descent - 2 seconds, for each infraction; 

13.  Hit with the beam before putting both feet on the platform – 5 seconds, after 

the second impact, the competitor is disqualified; 

14. Hit on the bar with a hammer handle or a blow on the elements of a strength 

simulator (machine) - 2 seconds, after the second blow, the Competitor is 

disqualified; 

15. Violation of the order of moving the bar - 2 seconds, for each fact; 
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16. Hit was made not with a blunt end (striker) of a sledgehammer - 2 seconds, for 

each fact; 

17. The competitor started to perform the following exercise, while the hammer is 

not stacked in the designated place - 2 seconds; 

18. The beam is not moved on 1,5 m (to the specified mark) - 2 seconds, for each 

full and not full 2,5 cm; 

19. A competitor missed pointer - 5 seconds, for each infraction; 

20. The competitor dropped the pointer - 5 seconds, for each infraction; 

21. The competitor opened the hose before crossing the gate - 10 seconds; 

22. The competitor went outside the designated area when carrying the dummy - 5 

seconds, for each fact (each step is taken into account); 

23. The competitor transfers the dummy is not permitted by the way – 5 sec., for 

each infraction; 

24. During the crossing the "Finish" line, the legs of the dummy do not touch the 

ground - 2 sec; 

25. Beginning of the exercise by the next Competitor, before passing the baton 

(touching any tool and equipment, overcoming the first pointer, etc.) - 2 

seconds, for each infraction; 

26. The relay baton was not passed by the Competitor from hand to hand of another 

Competitor (it was thrown, taken out of the firefighter's special (combat) 

clothing by the next Competitor, etc.) - 30 seconds, for each fact; 

27. The baton is raised after a fall by a non – competitor performing the exercise -5 

seconds, for each infraction; 

28. The Competitor does not grasp the upper nahdrail of the site with the palm of 

his hand at the time of passing the baton; 

29. Access to the competitor or the team members not involved in the exercise – 10 

seconds for each infraction; 

30. Physical assistance to the competitor in the exercise - 10 seconds, for each 

infraction. 

31. Other violations -2 sec, for each fact. 

 

3.11. Points of disqualification. 

1. The Competitor’s equipment does not meet the requirements of the 

Regulations and there is no possibility of its replacement; 

2. The Competitor (Competitors) did not show up at the start; 

3. The Competitor (Competitors) did not appear at the start within 3 minutes 

after the official start of the competition (in the case of the first race) or the 

end of the previous race; 

4. The front part (mask) of the DASV was removed or the lung valve was 

unfastened during the individual race; 

5. SCBA dropped from Competitor; 

6. During the individual race, the balloon ran out of air before the end of the 

exercise; 

7. Rude behavior of the Competitor or team representative; 
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8. The Competitor did not complete one of the exercises; 

9. After entering the site to perform the Exercises, but before the start of the race, 

the Competitor (Competitors) left the site; 

10. In the course of the exercises or after their completion, the fact of the 

equipment non-compliance with these Regulations was established; 

11. The Competitor creates significant interference with the opponent; 

12. The third crossing of the line "Start" after the command "Get ready!" but 

before command "GO" and (or) turning on a siren; 

13. The hose fell from the tower to the surface of the platform; 

14. When lifting the rescue rope over it was lost control and slipped down more 

than one floor; 

15. Hose pack after lifting rolled down the stairs from the top platform or fell from 

the top platform; 

16. The lifting time of the hose pack is 3 minutes or more; 

17. The second hit with a beam before statement of both feet on platforms; 

18. The competitor loses control of the hammer and it flies out; 

19. The second hit with the handle of the sledgehammer or on the elements of the 

power trainer (machine); 

20. The hammer is not laid in the area of the designated place; 

21. The equipment or dummy is broken; 

22. The competitor proceeds to the next exercise without blocking the hose; 

23. The competitor proceeds to the next exercise without hitting the target.; 

24. The dummy is not moved backwards; 

25. The Competitor crossed the “Finish” line not in his own lane; 

26. The relay baton fell from the tower to the surface of the site; 

27. The Competitor has completed more than half of the exercise without 

receiving the baton; 

28. The competitor, tandem or team refused to perform the exercises without a 

valid reason; 

29. Failure to exercise. 

When establishing the facts in which the Competitor is subject to disqualification, 

the senior referee can stop the exercise. In this case, the information is communicated to 

the chief referee who makes the final decision on disqualification. 

 

4. Procedure for filing an appeal against. 

The Competitor or the team official, the chief referee in free form in writing, not 

later than 15 minutes, carries out the appeal of the imposed infractions or 

disqualification after the end of the exercises by the Competitor or the team. It is 

allowed to provide photo and video materials confirming illegally imposed infractions 

or disqualification. 

Upon confirmation of the illegality of imposing infractions or disqualification, the 

Competitor or team is given a second right to perform the exercises. 

Decisions are made by the chief referee, after examination of the facts, are final 

and not subject to appeal. 
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5. Conclusion. 

Results of performance of exercises, and imposed penalties are brought in the 

Protocol (Addendum 3). 

The results of the exercises are taking into account in the following categories: 

Individual competition; 

Individual competition, over 40 years; 

Individual competition, women; 

Tandem; 

Team relay; 

Team competition. 

In the individual all-round and tandem results are determined by the sum of the 

time of exercise and penalty time. The smallest amount of time is the best result. 

In the team relay, the results are determined by the smallest sum of the exercise 

time and the penalty time in the following order: after the qualifying race, 8 teams with 

the best results go to the quarterfinals, 4 teams that won their races go to the semifinals. 

Teams that lost in the semifinal race take part in the final race for the 3rd and 4th places, 

teams that won in the semifinal race for the 1st and 2nd places. By the decision of the 

Organizers, it is possible to hold the 1/8 finals races, in which 16 teams with the best 

results go, in which case 8 teams - the winners in their races - will go to the 1/4 finals. 

When distributing races of 1/8 finals, quarterfinal and semifinal races, the teams are 

distributed as follows: the team that showed the first result participates in the race with 

the team that showed the last result from the teams that came out, the team showed the 

second result with the team that showed the penultimate result, etc. Teams with results 

from 9th (17th) place and below are allocated the occupied places based on qualifying 

races based on the time shown. The remaining 8 (16) teams are based on the results of 

the 1/8 finals, quarterfinals, semifinal races, based on the time shown in the respective 

races. In the final race for 3rd and 4th places, the losing team takes 4th place, the 

winning team - 3rd place, in the race for 1st and 2nd places, the losing team takes 2nd 

place, the winning team - 1st place. 

When determining the running lane in the 1/4 finals (1/8 finals), semi-finals and 

finals, the streak of the previous race is taken into account, which should not coincide 

with the strip of the current race. If the teams have the same stripes of the previous race, 

the organizers will draw the race stripes. 

All disqualified Competitors, tandems and teams will be assigned the last place of 

the exercises, plus 10. 

All Competitors, tandems and teams who did not show up for the exercises are 

assigned the last place of those who completed the exercises plus 20. 

The team classification is determined from the sum of places occupied in the 

individual classification by 5 team members, two tandems of a team and a team relay. 

The smallest amount is the best result. 

In case of identical results, the highest place is awarded to the older Competitor 

or the team (tandem), whose total age of the Competitors is higher. 
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6. Awarding. 

The competitors took prizes in their respective categories will be award: 

1st place - cup, diploma, medals and a valuable gift; 

2 and 3 places – diplomas, medals and valuable gifts.  

By the decision of the Organizers, all Competitors in the competition can be 

awarded with mementos. 

 

Chief of the Department  

of firefighting providing 

and carrying out rescue operations 

colonel of internal service       I.A. Ulubikov 



Addendum 1 

p. 2.2 Reglament 

 

 

 

REQUEST FOR PARTICIPATION 
by  __________________________________ 

for participate in international competition 

“The strongest Firefighter” 

 

№ 

 

Name Unit Duty 

Date 

of 

birth 

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

  

 

Contact telephone number: ________________________________ 

 

Mail: __________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

Team official:        ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                                 
(First name, last name, surname, sign, date) 

 



Addendum 2 

p. 2.2 Reglament 

 

AGREEMENT 

for participate international competition 

«The strongest Firefighter» 

 

I am _____________________________________________________________ 
                                                                   (First name, last name, surname, date of birth) 

______________________________________ I voluntarily agree to participate in the 

competition "The strongest Firefighter" (hereinafter – the "Competition"), held "___" 

_____________ 20___y, in St. Petersburg, I confirm that I am on duty (employee) of 

the fire (fire-rescue, rescue) service, allowed to use personal respiratory protection, have 

the right to work in an unsuitable environment and for health reasons have no 

contraindications to participate in Competitions, at the same time, I am clearly aware of 

the following: 

1. I am responsible for my life and health, accept full responsibility for any injury 

I received during the Competition, and have no right to demand from the Organizers of 

the Competition any compensation for the damage caused to me. 

2. If an accident happens to me during the Competition, please let me know 

______________________________________________________________________ 

                                                   
(Recipient, first name, last name, surname)  

by phone_______________________________________________________________ 

3. I will follow all the requirements of the organizers of the Competition related 

to security issues. 

4. I am responsible for the personal property left at the venue of the Competition, 

and in case of loss, I have no right to claim compensation. 

5. If necessary, I am ready to use the medical care provided by the organizers of 

the Competition. 

6. I am acquainted with the Regulations of the competition and undertake to 

comply with it. 

7. I agree that my speech and interview with me may be recorded and shown in 

the media, as well as recorded and shown for the purpose of advertising the Competition 

without time and format restrictions. I have no claims and refuse compensation in 

respect of these materials. 

 

«___»__________20__.   __________________  ____________________ 

                                                                
(Sign)                                                             (Full name of competitor) 
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Addendum 3 

p. 5 Reglament 

PROTOCOL 

International competition 

«The Strongest Firefighter»  

   
    

Number of race 

1) …………………………………………  3) ……………………………………….. 

2) …………………………………………  4) ……………………………………….. 

Name                                                             5) ………………………………………... 

Competitor of 

team  Team name 

      

Date 

 Nomination Disqualification 
 

Red / Blue 

lane 

К  С 

 

Race time 

       

 

Penalty time 

   

 

Total time 

       

 

 Disqualification  

1. The Competitor’s equipment does not meet the requirements of the Regulations and there is no possibility of its 
replacement; 

 

2. The Competitor (Competitors) did not show up at the start;  

3. The Competitor (Competitors) did not appear at the start within 3 minutes after the official start of the competition (in 

the case of the first race) or the end of the previous race; 
 

4. The front part (mask) of the DASV was removed or the lung valve was unfastened during the individual race;  

5. SCBA dropped from Competitor;  

6. During the individual race, the balloon ran out of air before the end of the exercise;  

7. Rude behavior of the Competitor or team representative;  

8. The Competitor did not complete one of the exercises;  

9. After entering the site to perform the Exercises, but before the start of the race, the Competitor (Competitors) left the 
site; 

 

10. In the course of the exercises or after their completion, the fact of the equipment non-compliance with these 

Regulations was established; 
 

11. The Competitor creates significant interference with the opponent;  

12. The third crossing of the line "Start" after the command "Get ready!" but before command "GO" and (or) turning on a 
siren; 

 

13. The hose fell from the tower to the surface of the platform;  

14. When lifting the rescue rope over it was lost control and slipped down more than one floor;  

15. Hose pack after lifting rolled down the stairs from the top platform or fell from the top platform;  

16. The lifting time of the hose pack is 3 minutes or more;  

17. The second hit with a beam before statement of both feet on platforms;  

18. The competitor loses control of the hammer and it flies out;  

19. The second hit with the handle of the sledgehammer or on the elements of the power trainer (machine);  

20. The hammer is not laid in the area of the designated place;  

21. The equipment or dummy is broken;  

22. The competitor proceeds to the next exercise without blocking the hose;  

23. The competitor proceeds to the next exercise without hitting the target.;  

24. The dummy is not moved backwards;  

25. The Competitor crossed the “Finish” line not in his own lane;  

26. The relay baton fell from the tower to the surface of the site;  

27. The Competitor has completed more than half of the exercise without receiving the baton;  

28. The competitor, tandem or team refused to perform the exercises without a valid reason;  

29. Failure to exercise.  
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 Penalties    times 

1.  Touching and (or) changing the position of the hose after the command “Get ready!” 5    

2.  Crossing the Start line after the command "Get ready" but before the command "GO" and (or) sirens 5    

3.  The competitor created interference to the opponent on any exercise  5    

4.  Laying the hose in a special container before at least one leg stood on the top platform 2    

5.  Touching a part of the hose of the upper platform after the lifting of the hose pack has begun 2    

6.  Drop the hose on the tower after the lifting of the hose pack 5    

7.  The competitor stepped on the hose or the special container, or stands on it 10    

8.  The competitor violated the procedure for lifting the rope 2    

9.  The competitor started the descent without putting the hose pack in a special container 2    

10.  The competitor with one or two feet rested and (or) stood on railing  5    

11.  Descent without holding onto the railing 2    

12.  Skipping a step during the descent  2    

13.   Hit with the beam before putting both feet on the platform 5    

14.  Hit on the bar with a hammer handle or a blow on the elements of a strength simulator (machine) 2    

15.  Violation of the order of moving the bar  2    

16.  Hit was made not with a blunt end (striker) of a sledgehammer  2    

17.  The competitor started to perform the following exercise, while the hammer is not stacked in the 

designated place 
2  

  

18.  The beam is not moved on 1,5 m (to the specified mark)  2    

19.  A competitor missed pointer  5    

20.  The competitor dropped the pointer  5    

21.  The competitor opened the hose before crossing the gate 10    

22.  The competitor went outside the designated area when carrying the dummy  5    

23.  The competitor transfers the dummy is not permitted by the way  5    

24.  During the crossing the "Finish" line, the legs of the dummy do not touch the ground 2    

25.  Beginning of the exercise by the next Competitor, before passing the baton (touching any tool and 

equipment, overcoming the first pointer, etc.) 
2  

  

26.  The relay baton was not passed by the Competitor from hand-to-hand of another Competitor (it was 

thrown, taken out of the firefighter's special (combat) clothing by the next Competitor, etc.) 
30  

  

27.  The baton is raised after a fall by a non – competitor performing the exercise  5    

28.  The Competitor does not grasp the upper handrail of the site with the palm of his hand at the time of 

passing the baton; 
5  

  

29.  Access to the competitor or the team members not involved in the exercise 10    

30.  Physical assistance to the competitor in the exercise  10    

31.  Other violations  2    

 

Signature of referee: Signature of Competitor (Representative): 


